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Abstract
The CuFeCr0.5Ni0.5O4 (CFO) compound was synthesized using sol-gel reaction
combustion technic. The structural analysis showed that the obtained composites have a
polycrystalline nature and the cubic spinel structure (𝐹𝑑3̅𝑚 space group). Microstructural

analysis revealed the formation of spherical and elongated grains of our sample. The dielectric
and electrical transport properties of CuFeCr0.5Ni0.5O4 were investigated in detail by Ac
impedance spectroscopy in a wide range of temperature (200 K-400 K) and frequency (100Hz
to100KHz). Our results show that the electrical modulus and impedance studies confirm the
presence of a relaxation phenomenon with non-Debye type in the prepared sample. The
activation energy Edc estimated from the slope of the linear fit plot is equal to 0.158 eV with
frequency of 100Hz and 0.126 eV with frequency of 1MHz at temperature range 200K-400K.
Close activation energies values were found from analyzes of relaxation time and dcconductivity indicating that the relaxation and the conduction processes may be attributed to
the presence of free carrier charges and impurities at the grain boundaries. The conduction
process for samples is described by the NSPT model. The complex impedance analyses and
modulus formalism confirm a grain and grain boundary mechanism contributing to the
dielectric properties. The real and the imaginary parts of the impedance are well ﬁtted to
equivalent electrical circuit (Rg+ Rgb//CPEgb) was used for modeling the Nyquist data.
Keywords: Spinel ferrite; Activation energy; Modulus; Nyquist representation; relaxation
phenomenon.
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1. Introduction
Nowadays, Spinel Ferrites (SF) ceramics has attracted large number of researchers due to
their important and unusual physical-chemical properties of such device. A vast domains
application in modern technology of the Spinel ferrite as; magnetic storage, precursors for
Ferro-fluids, magnetic guided drug-delivery agents, biomedicine ,gas sensor, radio, television,
microwave and satellite communication. Crystallographically, two main classes of cubic
ferrites: spinel ferrites and garnet ferrites. The SF is divided into three types on the bases of
sites’ occupation: (a) normal spinel ferrites, (b) inverse spinel ferrites, and (c) mixed spinel
ferrites [1, 2]. Spinel ferrites characterized by low eddy currents and dielectric losses but they
have a high electrical resistivity. Spinel Ferrites (SF) formula AFe2O4 where A=Mn, Fe, Co,
Ni, Cu, and Zn is the divalent transition metal that can occupy either tetrahedral (A) or
octahedral (B) sites or both the sites which surrounded by 4 and 6 oxygen ions respectively.
Besides, the magnetic and dielectric proprieties can be affected and modified in Spinel
Ferrites (SF) by the cations distributions over these available sites generated from the three
principal kinds of super-exchange interactions A-B, A-A and B-B which are mediated by the
intermediate O2- ions [3, 4].Generally, the physical properties of spinel materials are
controlled and investigated by the grain boundaries than by the grains. Several reports are
available in the literature on magnetic and electrical proprieties of many Spinel Ferrites (SF)
types was investigated nanocrystalline NiFe2O4 [5],Ni0.65Zn0.35Fe2-xMnxO4 [6],NixCo1- xFe2O4
[7], spinel MFe2O4(M= Zn, Cu, Ni, and Co) ferrite[8]. Among many ferrites, Spinel Ferrites
(SF) attracts much attention due to their high coercivity, magneto-crystalline anisotropy,
moderate saturation magnetization, wear resistance, electrical insulation, chemical and
physical and thermal stability and high Curie temperature [9-11]. In this regard, spinel ferrites
were prepared by a great number of methods: sol-gel [12, 13], hydrothermal [14],
microemulsion [15], polyol [16], combustion [17], chemical co-precipitation [18, 19],
solvothermal [20], solid-state method [21] and solution combustion [22-26].Each synthesis
method, the structure and properties of the obtained device was controlled by the annealed
temperature. So the magnetic and electrical properties of these ferrites type could be strongly
influenced by fabrication methods steps, annealing temperature, structural properties such as
grain size, porosity, crystallite size.
In the current research work is focused on investigating the effect of grain and grain
boundary on the electrical and dielectric proprieties of CuFeCr0.5Ni0.5O4 synthesized by solgel combustion process using electrical impedance technique.

2. Experimental procedure
The CuFeCr0.5Ni0.5O4 ferrite is prepared by sol-gel method using the following
precursors: Cr(NO3)2.6H2O, Fe(NO3)3.9H2O and Cu(NO3)2.3H2O with 99.9% purity and
purchased from Sigma Aldrich. The initial solution was prepared by mixing distilled water
and the nitrates followed by the addition of citric acid (C6H8O7) as complexing agent for
different metal ions. The solution was heated to 70°C with thermal agitation followed by the
addition of ethylene glycol until a high viscosity residue (gel) is formed. Then, the obtained
gel was heated on a hot plate at 180°C until dry foam was formed. This latter was grinded and
then annealed at 400°C to evaporate the organic materials. The black obtained powder was
calcined at 700°C for 24 h to ensure the complete release of the organic compounds. After
annealing at 900°C the material undergoes another grinding and annealing cycles until the
formation of a very fine powder to obtain the desired phase.
Homogeneity, phase purity and cell parameters were investigated using Philips X’Pert
system. Morphology of the sample was observed by scanning electron microscope (SEM).
For the electrical and dielectric measurements the parallel surfaces of pellets were painted
with silver paint prior. Ac impedance spectroscopy type Agilent 4294A Network Analyzer in
the Cp-Rp configuration (capacitance in parallel with resistance) were used at various steady
temperatures (200K- 400K) in the frequency range of 100Hz-100 KHz.
3. Results and Discussions
3.1. Structural Properties
Fig. 1 shows X-ray diffractogram (XRD) with Rietveld refinement of the synthesized
CuFeCr0.5Ni0.5O4 compound in the 2θ range of 15°-70° at room temperature. The patterns
reveal good crystallinity with the presence of narrow and strong diffraction peaks. The
presence of the strong diffraction peaks corresponding to the crystal planes (111), (220),
(311), (222), (400), (422), (511) and (442) indicates the presence of cubic spinel phase. In
CuFeCr0.5Ni0.5O4 sample synthesized by sol-gel method the result indicates that the diffraction
peaks are well defined and correspond in relative height to the peaks reported in the pattern,
discarding preferential orientation. Further, the pattern exhibits a sharper and more intense
peak which can be related to the higher crystallinity in CuFeCr0.5Ni0.5O4 sample. In the
Rietveld analysis using Fullprof program is shown, the positions of the different atoms were
taken at 8a (
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and 32e (x, y, z) for O. The refined structural parameters are given in Table 1.The average
crystallite size is obtained from XRD peaks using the Scherer formula as [27, 28]:
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K
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Where K=0.9, λ=1.541Ǻ is the used wavelength of the X-ray, β is the corrected full-width
half maxima of the XRD peaks (FWHM) and θ is the Bragg angle.

The estimated value of the average crystallite size is presented in Table 1. The X-ray density
of our sample was calculated according to the following equation [29-34]:
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Where M is the molecular weight, NA is Avogadro’s constant (6.022 × 1023 mol−1), and “a” is
the lattice constant. The theoretical density was calculated using the following formula [3538]:
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Here m is the mass, r and h are respectively: the radius and the height of the sample. The
difference between the X-ray density and the theoretical density sets forward the notion of
porosity, which is calculated by the following formula [39-42]:
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3.2. Scanning electron microscopy
The SEM micrographs in Fig. 2 show a uniform nanoparticle and almost spherical
structural morphology with narrow size distribution. The specimens give grains morphology
which some grains are necked in shape. This necking is attributed to the diffusion among the
particles during sintering. Also, this is due to the fact that each particle observed by SEM
consists of several crystallite domains. We notice that the diffusion means smaller particles
join to form the larger one. Besides, micrographs show in homogeneous micro-particles with
irregular shape. If the particles adhere together, agglomeration will be occurs which is due to
the dipole-dipole interaction among the particles. Fig. 2-b depicts the grain number (counts)
versus particle size (μm). The size distribution of the sample was calculated using image J

software version 1.44p (USA).As observed, the histogram is well modeled by Gaussian fitting
(Fig. 2-b). The estimated average grain size is about 0.790±0.2 µm, which is higher than the
crystallite size previously determined from the Scherer formula.

3.4. Dielectric and electrical study
Dielectric properties of CuFeCr0.5Ni0.5O4 ferrite materials strongly depend on the
fabrication steps, composition, frequency and temperature. In order to investigate the
electrical and dielectric characteristics of our spinel ferrites we used the impedances
spectroscopy which provides valuable information about dynamic of charge carrier,
conduction mechanism, dielectric relaxation and loss factor etc.
3.4.1. Frequency and temperature dependence of ac conductivity (σac):
The study of frequency dependency of the ac conductivity (σac) is an important
implement to understand conduction mechanism and dynamic of charge carriers. The σac
curves versus frequency and for several temperature ranges are shown in Fig. 3. As can be
seen from this plot, the conductivity shows two distinct regions within the measured
frequency limits: (a) a plateau region and (b) a dispersion region. The plateau region
corresponds to dc conductivity (σdc) at the low frequency range showing independence of
frequency. This independence of frequency on conductivity spectra can be related to the
insufficiencies magnitude of external applied field at low frequencies to initiate hopping
conductivity. This is totally attributed to the long-range transport of charge carriers as a
response to the applied signal field and also can be linked to the difference of response time
carrier (τ) and applied frequency(ω=2πf). Whereas, the dispersion region corresponds to
conductivity at high frequency range and the value σ was increased with increasing
frequency. When temperature rises, a sufficient energy probably leads to the hopping of
electron density increases between magnetic ions tetrahedral sites (A-sites) and B-sites which
conduct to an increment of conductivity [43]. Besides, the ac conductivity corresponding to
higher frequencies was caused by heating sample which lead to increase temperature and a
higher energy need of the mechanism [44]. The frequency dependence of conductivity in CFO
is formulated as the sum of these two parts and can be described according to Jonscher’s
power law as [45]:

 tot   dc  A s

(5)

Here σdc represents the direct current conductivity,
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the electronic charge, T is the temperature, α is the polarizability of a pair of sites and N is the
number of sites per unit volume among which hopping takes place [46, 47, 48] and the
exponent “s” represents the dimensionless frequency exponent representing the interaction
between mobile ions the surrounding lattice [49]. The variation of “s” exponent with
temperature refers to the polaron hopping; this variation was classified in three particular
parts. Firstly, when “s” values vary between 0 and 1 with temperature, and it give us idea to
understand the adequate theoretical model of conductivity mechanism. If s =0, the
conductivity corresponds only to the dc conductivity σdc. The third part when s, is 0<s<1, the
ac conductivity was indicated by jump mechanism. The variation of s with temperature
dependence can be described by many several theoretical conduction models, if s is
independent to temperature conduction mechanism is on concordance with the Quantum
Tunneling model (QTM). If s increase with increasing temperature conductivity is described
by Small Polaron model (SP).When the power s decrease with increasing temperature the
conductivity was defined by Correlated Barrier Hopping (CBH). And if s decrease with
increasing temperature the conductivity is associated to the overlapping large polaron
tunneling (OLPT) model [50,51,52,53]. To more understand the hopping mechanisms details,
we use the power law given by Jonscher to fit the conductivity spectra [45].
Fig.4 depicts the s-T curve for CuFeCr0.5Ni0.5O4 ferrite. As was mentioned the s plot
increase with temperature and the modeling of experimental plots shows an excellent
agreement was observed between theoretical results and the experimental data of electrical
conductivity. The value of the s exponent ranges between 0 and 1 and it vary from 0.6 to
0.7.According to the suggested model, the s-T behaviour indicating a non-overlapping small
polaron tunnelling (NSPT) conduction process model is suitable to describe the conductionmechanism in the CFO spinel [54]. Furthermore, the obtained value of s indicated that the
conduction process in the sample corresponds to the localized electron hopping model.
Referring to Elliot and Hen [55], the increase of the exponent‘s’ in this spinel ferrite is related
to the high concentration of the free carriers. Using the hopping model, the binding energy
Wm can be calculated basing the followed relation [55]:
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After approximation and for large values of

WM
, the exponent equation will be simplified as
kBT

following:
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where 𝑘B is the Boltzmann constant, and the Wm parameter represents the polaron binding

energy .The determination value of the bonding energy of the carrier in its localized sites Wm
basing to Eq. 7 and using the slope of the s-T plots (see Fig.5 -a). So, Wm is close to 0.425
eV, this value of Wm is in good agreement with the increase of the conductivity with
temperature.
In other hand, at low frequency conductivity plots indicate that our spinel ferrite exhibits a
semiconductor behavior in all temperature range. The dc conductivity σdc is well fitted basing
to the Mottand Davis law which describes small polaron hopping [56]:

Edc
)
kBT

 dcT   0 exp(

(8)

Where σ0 is a pre-exponential factor and Edc is the activation energy required in the
samples. To calculate the Edc values Eq. (8) is being used by plotting the graph of
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The Edc value obtained from the slope of the linear fit curve for CuFeCr0.5Ni0.5O4 is
equal to 0.158 eV at 100Hz and 0.126 eV for 1MHz .This values are comparable to other
results in ferrite materials. Moreover, the values of activation energies are less than those
found for other ferrite materials [57, 58], permitting to suggest that CuFeCr0.5Ni0.5O4 sample
are good conductors.
3.5. Dielectric study
The imaginary part of permittivity (ε'') and loss factor (tanδ) vs. frequency and
temperature is presented in Fig.6 and 7. The dielectric losses have different origins: vibration
losses, dipole losses and losses by conduction. Fig.6 illustrates the plot of loss factor tanδ
versus frequency at studied temperature range for CuFeCr0.5Ni0.5O4 ferrite compound. The
magnitude of tanδ is very important at low frequency and decreases with increasing
frequency. This high magnitude of tanδ associated to the minimum value of conductivity

which attributed to the high resistivity of grain boundaries at low frequency range.
Consequently, the electron exchanges between magnetic ions require more energy leading to
high value of energy loss. Whereas at the high frequency region, a small energy loss and high
value of conductivity obtained electron hopping between magnetic ions need small amount of
energy to make transfer mechanism .As one seen that the loss factor tanδ spectra increases
with increasing temperature due to the increased conduction of thermally activated electrons
[59,44].
Fig. 7 displays the frequency dependence of imaginary dielectric part (Ln (ε”) vs Ln
(ω)) at exploited temperatures range for CuFeCr0.5Ni0.5O4 ferrite pellet. As can be noticed at
high frequency the ε”

decrease with increasing frequency was explained by the decreases of

polarization dipoles number under applied electric field [60-62]. Means, minority carrier
(electron) in hopping process cannot fellow ac signal for certain frequency value. The
determination of the polarization in ferrites is imposed by the direction of the applied field
which leads to local displacement of the electrons between magnetic ions. However, at low
frequency the existence of oxygen vacancies, grain boundaries traps, Fe2+ions etc.[63]
generate a high value of imaginary part ε” .In addition, imaginary part ε” increase with
temperature rise which activate thermally carrier for hopping process which confirms the
semiconductor comportment of our sample . Furthermore, permittivity ε” can be analyzed by
the Giuntini theory [64] (the linear fit Fig. 7) which has been successfully applied to many
materials such as; manganites, perovskites, and spinel ferrites [63, 65, 66]. Basing to the
Giuntini model, the imaginary part of permittivity ε” is given by the following expression
[64]:

 ''( )  ( 0    )2 2 N (

ne

0

)3 KT 0nWM4 m
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Here ε0 and ε∞ are respectively the static and optical dielectric constants, N is the
concentration localized states on sites, m is the number of charge carriers able to cross the
potential barrier, τ0 is the relaxation time, and WM is the maximum of energy required for the
electrons to jump over barrier height (the energy required to move the electron from a site to
the infinity).

The simplified Giuntini expression from Eq.9 can be rewritten as:

 ''( )  B(T ) m

(10)

Here B(T) is a constant dependent only on temperature and the m is given by m 

4kBT
WM

which designated the exponent describing the interaction between electric dipoles. WM is the
energy necessary for charge carriers to jump above the potential barrier. So, to determine WM
values, inset Fig.7 we illustrate the fit of (Ln (ε ) vs Ln (ω)) spectra using Eq.10, the
obtained values of WM is found to be 0.218 eV for CuFeCr0.5Ni0.5O4.We noticed, an increasing
of WM with increasing temperature and the same behavior of m-T curve which can be
correlated to the disorder on our compound [67].

3.6. Impedance analysis
Fig. 8 depicts the evolution curves of the imaginary part of the normalized impedance Z '' (i.e.
Z '' vs
f ) for the sample CuFeCr0.5Ni0.5O4. It is clear that at low value of
f
log(
log(
)
)
Z "max
f max
f max

the normalized impedance Z” spectra show dispersion with decreasing the temperature and
rise to a maximum value for all curves while at high value of log( f ) all curves of Z” are
f max
entangled and overlapped on one single curve showing that the relaxation time dynamics is
independent to the increases of temperature[68]. This result confirms that relaxations time
distributions depend strongly to temperature effects [44].

In order to obtain exactly if the relaxation frequencies value of Z”, we calculated

and at T = 260 K we plotted in Fig. 9 the evolution of Z ''
f
f max

Z "max

and

d(

d(

Z"
)
Z "max

Z"
)
Z "max

df

df

versus

for CuFeCr0.5Ni0.5O4 nanoparticles. As one seen from this plots that the relaxation

frequency show a clearly shift between the position of the maximum of the normalized
impedance spectrum and its derivative which confirms the mechanism of non-Debye nature

for our sample [69].So, it should be noted that relaxation mechanism show a good agreement
for carrier charge type with temperature, means at high temperature the mechanism was
governed by defects whereas at low temperature charge carrier predominate [70, 71].

Impedance spectroscopy is a reach and a powerful practical technic which make
possible to understand clearly the relation between electrical proprieties and microstructure of
CFO ferrites, grains and grain boundaries effects. In fact, the variation of the imaginary part
of the impedance Z” as a function of the real part Z’ of the compound CuFeCr0.5Ni0.5O4 is
represented in the form of impedance diagrams in the complex plane (Nyquist diagrams), at T
= 300 K as illustrated on Fig. 10.
It is clear from this figure that the impedance spectrum is characterized by the
appearance of semi-circular arcs. The diameter of the semi-circle is limited by the total
resistance of the material. The appearance of a single semi-circle for each temperature means
that the electrical process obeys a single dipole relaxation [72]. Indeed, the analysis of the
dielectric relaxation related to the grain boundaries for T=300 K has shown that conduction is
controlled by grain boundaries which explains the appearance of a single semicircle in the
Nyquist diagram.

The experimental data of this semicircle were well adjusted by the ZView software [73,74]
and the correct fit (red lines in Fig. 10) is obtained when using an equivalent circuit formed
by a grain resistance Rg in series with a parallel combination of a grain boundary resistance
Rgb and CPEgb represents the constant grain boundary phase element. Using an electrical
circuit as follows (Rg + Rgb // CPEgb) (see inset in Fig. 10) [75]. As shown in inset in Fig. 10,
the impedance response of a constant phase element (CPE) little to be given by the following
relation [76].

ZCPE 

1
Q( j )

(10)

Where, Q and α are the CPE parameters which are frequency independent. The Rg, Rgb, Q
and 𝛼 parameters were evaluated for the temperature T = 300 K is regrouped in Fig.10. In

fact, the resistance of the grains Rg being very low by contribution to the resistance of the
grain boundaries, which means that the conduction process in the prepared sample is mainly

related to the contribution of the grain boundaries. It appears that with the increase in
temperature the effect of grain boundaries facilitates the passage of charge carriers by
lowering the barrier thus opening the way to an increase in electrical transport.
3.7. Electrical modulus
The real (M') and imaginary (M") parts of the electrical modulus of our
CuFeCr0.5Ni0.5O4 ferrite were given from the real (ε') and imaginary (ε'') parts of the
permittivity as follows [57]:

M'
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M '' 
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Fig. 11 show the behavior of the real part of the modulus (M') as a function of
frequency and at different temperature. We note that the values of (M') are very small in the
low frequency region. This confirms that the polarization of the electrode makes a negligible
contribution in the material [68]. As the frequency increases, the values of M' continue to
increase reaching saturation at high frequencies especially at low temperatures. This behavior
may be due to the short distance mobility of charge carriers [78].
Fig. 12, represent the variation of the imaginary component of the electric modulus (M”)
versus frequency for studied temperatures range of the ferrite Cr0.5Ni0.5FeCuO4. The M”(f)
𝑚𝑎𝑥
spectra is characterized by well resolved peaks appearing at characteristic frequencies (𝑓𝑀"
),

for different temperatures and the positions of these peaks shift to higher frequencies with

increasing temperature. This behavior suggests that the relaxation time for this process
increases with increasing temperature due to thermal activation of charge carriers. The M’’(f)
curves were analyzed using the function of Kohlrausch, Williams and Watts (KWW) [75, 79]:
M"
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Where 𝑀𝑚𝑎𝑥
is the peak maxima and 𝑓𝑚𝑎𝑥 its corresponding frequency, β1 and β2 are the

stretching factors which rank between 0 and 1 [75, 79]. The plots of M "(f) was well fitted

using equation Eq.(13) (see Fig. 12). The values of β1 and β2 were found to be inferior to 1

and increase with increasing temperature. The variation of β1 as a function of temperature was
shown in Fig. 13. Therefore, this variation confirms the non-Debye dielectric behavior of the
Cr0.5Ni0.5FeCuO4 ferrite [29]. N. Sivakumar et al [80] considered that the increase of β1 and β2
values with sintering temperature was linked to the rise of grain size on fabrication steps. On

the other hand, the relaxation time (τ) was calculated from the relaxation frequency (𝑓𝑚𝑎𝑥 )

through the following relation:



1
2 f max
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(

EM "
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(15)

with τ0 is a pre-exponential factor, 𝐸𝑀" is the activation energy and 𝑘B is the Boltzmann

constant.The linear fit of the curve using equation Eq.(15) allowed us to estimate the value of
the activation energy as ( 𝐸𝑀" ) = 0.13 eV for the sample CuFeCr0.5Ni0.5O4. This value is very

close to that deduced from the study of continuous conductivity which indicates that the
relaxation and conduction processes can be attributed to the same type of charge carriers

4. Conclusion
CuFeCr0.5Ni0.5O4 spinel ferrite was prepared by sol-gel auto-combustion method. The
X-ray and SEM analysis revealed that our sample was single-phased with a cubic spinel
structure. Electrical properties were investigated by impedance spectroscopy analysis in wide
temperature and frequency ranges. Both complex modulus (M*) and complex impedance (Z*)
analyses suggested the presence of the non-Debye type in spinel ferrite sample. Complex
modulus plots suggested the presence of grain as well as grain boundary contributions in our
pellets. Also, the conduction process for samples is described by the NSPT model. From
relaxation time and σdc-conductivity we found close activation energies. Our analysis of
Nyquist diagram by an equivalent electrical circuit reveals that the conduction process in the
samples is due to the grain boundary contribution. At low frequency regime, the values of ε”
and tanδ are higher, showing that the synthesized material is a suitable candidate for low
frequency energy storage devices with good electrical proprieties.
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Figures Captions
Fig. 1: X-ray diffraction pattern with Rietveld refinement for CuFeCr0.5Ni0.5O4 ferrite. All
peaks are indexed in the 𝐹𝑑3̅𝑚 space group. The difference between the XRD pattern (red)
and calculated curve (black) is presented by the bottom line (green), and the blue lines
represents the Bragg positions.

Fig.2: Histograms of the grain size distribution. The inset contains the SEM image for our
CuFeCr0.5Ni0.5O4 ferrite.

Fig.3: Total conductivity variation versus frequency at different temperatures for
CuFeCr0.5Ni0.5O4 ferrite.
Fig.4: Typical example fitted using the universal Jonscher power law. The inset shows the
variation of the exponent s vs. temperature for CuFeCr0.5Ni0.5O4 .

Fig.5: log(σdc×T) vs. (1000/T) at(b) 100 Hz and (c)1MHz. Red solid lines represent the linear
fit to the experimental data
Fig.6: Frequency dependence at different temperatures of loss factor (tanδ) for
CuFeCr0.5Ni0.5O4.
Fig.7: Frequency dependence at different temperatures of the imaginary part of permittivity
for CuFeCr0.5Ni0.5O4. Red solid lines represent the fit according to Giuntini equation. The
insets show the temperature dependence of the parameter m.

Fig.8: Scaling behavior of Z" curves at various temperatures for CuFeCr0.5Ni0.5O4.d (

Fig.9: Frequency evolution of

d(

Z"
)
Z "max

df

and Z "

Z "max

at T= 260 K for CuFeCr0.5Ni0.5O4.

Fig.10: Complex impedance spectra for fitting using Zview software. Inset: the appropriate
equivalent electrical circuit.

Fig.11: Frequency dependence at different temperatures of real part (M') of electrical
modulus for CuFeCr0.5Ni0.5O4.

Fig.12: Frequency dependence at different temperatures of imaginary part (M") of electrical
modulus for CuFeCr0.5Ni0.5O4. Red solid lines represent the fitting to the experimental data
of M"(f) using KWW function
Fig.13: Variation of β1 vs. temperature for Cr0.5Ni0.5FeCuO4.
Fig.14: The log(τM'') versus (1000/T). Red solid line is the linear fit for Cr0.5Ni0.5FeCuO4.

Table Captions
Table1: Structural parameters for CuFeCr0.5Ni0.5O4 ferrite obtained following the structural
refinement by Rietveld method. a: cell parameter; V: cell volume; Biso: isotropic thermal
agitation parameter; x, y and z: atomic positions; RA distance (Cu-O); RB distance (Ni, Cr,
Fe- O); θA-O-B: angle (Cu- O- Ni, Cr, Fe); θB-O-B: angle (Ni, Cr, Fe- O-Ni, Cr, Fe); Gs:
average grains size; Dx: XRD density; Db: theoretical density. Agreement factors of profile

Rp, weighted profile Rwp, and structure RF. χ2: the goodness of fit. The numbers in
parentheses are estimated standard deviations to the last significant digit.

Figures

Figure 1
X-ray diffraction pattern with Rietveld re nement for CuFeCr0.5Ni0.5O4 ferrite. All peaks are indexed in
the 3 space group. The difference between the XRD pattern (red) and calculated curve (black) is
presented by the bottom line (green), and the blue lines represents the Bragg positions.

Figure 2
Histograms of the grain size distribution. The inset contains the SEM image for our CuFeCr0.5Ni0.5O4
ferrite.

Figure 3
Total conductivity variation versus frequency at different temperatures for CuFeCr0.5Ni0.5O4 ferrite.

Figure 4
Typical example tted using the universal Jonscher power law. The inset shows the variation of the
exponent s vs. temperature for CuFeCr0.5Ni0.5O4 .

Figure 5
log(σdc×T) vs. (1000/T) at(b) 100 Hz and (c)1MHz. Red solid lines represent the linear t to the
experimental data

Figure 6
Frequency dependence at different temperatures of loss factor (tanδ) for CuFeCr0.5Ni0.5O4.

Figure 7
Frequency dependence at different temperatures of the imaginary part of permittivity for
CuFeCr0.5Ni0.5O4. Red solid lines represent the t according to Giuntini equation. The insets show the
temperature dependence of the parameter m.

Figure 8
Scaling behavior of Z" curves at various temperatures for CuFeCr0.5Ni0.5O4.d (

Figure 9
"Please see the Manuscript PDF le for the complete gure caption".

Figure 10
Complex impedance spectra for tting using Zview software. Inset: the appropriate equivalent electrical
circuit.

Figure 11
Frequency dependence at different temperatures of real part (M') of electrical modulus for
CuFeCr0.5Ni0.5O4.

Figure 12
Frequency dependence at different temperatures of imaginary part (M") of electrical modulus for
CuFeCr0.5Ni0.5O4. Red solid lines represent the tting to the experimental data of M"(f) using KWW
function

Figure 13
Variation of β1 vs. temperature for Cr0.5Ni0.5FeCuO4.

Figure 14
The log(τM'') versus (1000/T). Red solid line is the linear t for Cr0.5Ni0.5FeCuO4.

